ELEVATE YOUR IMPACT AND INFLUENCE

Reimagining Wellbeing

An enlightening training for wellness and health promotion professionals ready to lead their organization and career into the future of wellbeing

NEXT LIVE VIRTUAL TRAINING STARTING SOON!
Lead the Change.

DEVELOP THE CONFIDENCE AND SKILLS TO BRING YOURSELF AND YOUR ORGANIZATION INTO THE FUTURE OF WELLNESS.

As the wellbeing industry evolves to align with updated thinking on health, human nature and behavior change, wellness professionals need to transform themselves in order to stay relevant, confidently lead the change and stay professionally fulfilled.

This interactive and highly practical training focuses on evolving the wellbeing industry’s approach AND evolving ourselves to become stronger catalysts for change within our circles of influence.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SIGN UP FOR THE NEXT OPEN TRAINING, VISIT WWW.VIDLSOLUTIONS.COM/REIMAGINE OR EMAIL INFO@VIDLSOLUTIONS.COM

This training is developed and co-facilitated by one of National Wellness Institute’s 2020 featured live speakers, Rebecca Johnson, MS.